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Goal: All DOIs in one place

“Common DOI Search” where a user can look up a DOI regardless of which registration agency that DOI comes from.

At minimum, this means that when you want to know more about a DOI, you don’t have to know ahead of time whether it comes from DataCite or Crossref or somewhere else.

The Common DOI Search will be completed by the end of FREYA (end of 2020).

https://www.pidforum.org/t/common-doi-search-let-us-know-what-you-think/988
Features

- Include DataCite Search functionality ([search.datacite.org](search.datacite.org))
  - Usage and Citations Display
  - Formatted Citation Export
  - ORCID Claiming

- Include Researcher Profile functionality
  (visit [doi.datacite.org/users/{YOUR-ORCiD}](doi.datacite.org/users/{YOUR-ORCiD}))
  - ORCiD Aggregated metrics
  - Resources List (DOIs)

- Include Organisations aggregated resources
  - ROR id Aggregated metrics
  - Resources List (DOIs)

https://www.pidforum.org/t/common-doi-search-let-us-know-what-you-think/988
The Tech bit...

- Totally new technology stack to all other frontend services
- We eat our own dog food: uses the new GraphQL API in the backend
- Completely separated from our DOI minting services.

https://www.pidforum.org/t/common-doi-search-let-us-know-what-you-think/988
Questions?

https://www.pidforum.org/t/common-doi-search-let-us-know-what-you-think/988